
Famous  Restaurants:  Top
Places  Celebrities  Go  for
Date Night

By Melissa Lee

Celebs are always dining at the most decadent restaurants, and
date night is no exception. If anything, it’s an excuse to go
all out in the most romantic way possible, complete with the
best food imaginable. If you and your sweetheart are in the
mood to treat yourselves to dinner at a famous restaurant fit
for the stars, check out some of the top places celebs go on
their date nights!
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Lucky for you, Cupid has compiled a
list  of  famous  restaurants  that
your fave celeb couples hit up on
date night!

1.  Rosie’s,  NYC:  Jessica  Simpson  and  her  husband,  Eric
Johnson, have hit up this authentic Mexican spot on multiple
occasions. They’ve been spotted there both on a date night and
with a group of friends. Located in the East Village, Rosie’s
is known for their amazing Mexican food. Plus, in such a
popular neighborhood, you and your partner can head out to a
bar for a fun night out!

2. Sant Ambroeus, NYC: This NYC-based restaurant has hosted a
slew of celeb couples, some of which include Beyonce and Jay-
Z! Sant Ambroeus serves incredible Italian food, and they’re
famous  for  their  delightful  desserts.  This  cozy  spot  has
five locations, all of which are spread throughout different
neighborhoods of the city, giving each restaurant a completely
new experience.

Related Link: Famous Restaurants: Hottest Happy Hours in NYC

3. Serendipity 3, NYC: Serendipity is a New York treasure, so
it’s no wonder why celebs adore heading to this spot. It’s an
extremely popular restaurant located on the Upper East Side
that serves all the desserts you could ever imagine. Ryan
Reynolds and wife Blake Lively along with John Travolta and
Kelly Preston are only some of the couples that have been
spotted here, enjoying variations of chocolate delicacies on
their date nights.

4. Soho House, LA: This elite restaurant meets club is a
celebrity  hotspot  —  it’s  where  former  couple  Robert
Pattinson  and  Kristen  Stewart  first  made  their  appearance
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together. This private members club serves food and drinks all
day. Soho House is especially known for their club within a
club, where they serve late-night drinks and food.

Related Link: 5 Famous NY Restaurants to Visit if You Want to
Spot One of Your Favorite Celebrities

5.  Tower  Bar  at  Sunset  Tower  Hotel,  LA:  The  romantic
restaurant/bar  hosted  Jennifer  Aniston  and  Justin  Theroux
after they got engaged, treating them to a celeb-approved
dinner.  Tower  Bar  is  actually  recognized  as  a  place  that
celebrity couples frequent on date night, mainly due to their
elaborate menu and complimentary wine list.

What are your favorite date night restaurants? Leave your
thoughts below.
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